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CHARACTERSCHARACTERS

1. What is the name of the main character ?
His name is Kevin.

2. What are the names of his parents ?
Their names are Peter and Kate.

3. What are the names of his uncle and aunt ?
Their names are Frank and Leslie.

4. Which character is looking for parents ?
The policeman is.

5. Why is the deliverman so in a hurry with the pizzas ?
Because clients do not pay for the pizzas if he arrives within more than 20 minutes !

6. What time is the whole family supposed to leave the house on the morrow ?
They are supposed to leave at 8 am.

7. Where are Kevin's uncle and aunt from ?
They are from Ohio.

8. How many family members are there in the house ?
There are 15 family members.

9. Quote as many characters as you can.
Kevin, Peter, Kate, Franck, Leslie, Buzz, Megan, Heather, Fuller, Linnie, Jeff, Rod

10. Why is the opposite neighbour very annoying ?
Because he always asks questions without waiting for the answers.

11. How many « children » are supposed to go to the airport ?
11 children are supposed to go to the airport.

12. What are Kevin's two favourite types of food ?Be precise !!
Cheese Pizza and ice cream.

STORYSTORY

1. What is funny about the statue in front of the house ?
It is knocked down by both the deliverman and the airport crew.

2. What particular event prevented the family to be on time when the airport crew arrived ?
There was a tempest that cut the power in the house.

3. How far from the airport does the family live ?
They live 45 minutes far from the airport.

4. Which very special object does Buzz have above his bed ?
A gun



5. What makes Kevin believe the family did not go to the airport ?
The cars are still in the garage.

6. What does Uncle Frank compare Kevin to when the realise they forgot him ?
He compares it to his reading glasses.

7. Which traditional Christmas cartoon is Kevin watching when the robbers come for the first time ?
He is watching « the Grinch ».

8. Which French airport do the family arrive in ?
They arrive in Orly.

9. Where does Kevin always take refuge ?
He always takes refuge in his parents' bedroom.

10. Where does the family live in the USA ?
They live in Chicago.

11. How long do they have to wait before going back to the USA ?
They have to wait 2 days (Friday).

12. What bandit name does Marvin want to get from the press ?
The wet bandits.

VOCABULARYVOCABULARY        10 POINTS/10 POINTS/

8 heure pile 8 am sharp / 8 am on the button Des  pétards Firecrackers

Vous avez réussi You've just made it. Un bouc (type de barbe) A goatee

Faire pipi au lit To wet the bed Une pelle A shovel

A pavement (un trottoir) A sidewalk Rubbish (une poubelle) Garbage

Holiday (des vacances) Vacation A Flat (un appartement) An apartment


